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ABSTRACT
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This final project is an analysis about the struggle of individual with Asperger syndrome. How they live and how they run their life in society with their extraordinary behavior and also how people treat them. The object of this study is a movie entitled Mozart and the Whale directed by Peter Naess. This movie tells us about two people with Asperger syndrome (a form of autism) run a small self-help group for people in the autistic spectrum. The purposes of this study are to describe what Asperger syndrome is, how they are run their life in society. This study focuses on the characteristic of Donald Morton as Asperger’s syndrome sufferer, and the difficulties of Asperger’s syndrome sufferer to get along with society.

In analyzing the data, I use descriptive qualitative research method in which the data were in the form of written words and they were analyzed descriptively. There were several steps in analyzing Asperger syndrome victim’s unusual behavior and their effort to run their life and also society treatment toward them. Firstly, I watched the movie several times to understand the whole story. Secondly, I listed the data from the movie as well as the script based on their meaning which are related to the topics and the categorized them according to the objective of the study. The next step was interpreting the data to the theory related to the topic in order to clarify and analyze the meaning. Finally, I present the conclusion and suggestion.

This final project has two questions to be explore; those are: (1) What is personal characteristic of Asperger’s syndrome sufferer represented by Donald Morton? (2) What are the difficulties of individual with Asperger’s syndrome?

Finally, this study is expected to give additional knowledge to the readers about Asperger’s syndrome that may be useful as an additional reference. Moreover, this study is also expected to improve knowledge on how describe characteristics of Asperger’s syndrome sufferers and also their difficulties and its related topics because some people still have wrong perception about Asperger’s syndrome sufferer.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of the study

Human, as a social creature would not be able to survive without having social interaction with others. Social interaction begins with communication, the means of communication is language. Every individual, naturally, has something in him that is wanted to be shared with others such as feeling, opinion, experience, and so on which it all lead to one basic point of social living creature, fulfilling their needs. To share our feeling and opinion to another person, we can use two ways, written and spoken. People use a language in both spoken form as well as written form. People can study a language by reading these written forms. Novels, plays, poems, and other literary works use language in the written form. This is what we call literature. Through literature, people know other’s feeling, thought, and attitudes in the written form languages.

Every person has different ways to share their opinion, feeling, and experience, especially, a person with disability in social interaction. Disability in social interaction is one of difficulties for autistic person. They cannot deliver their opinion as well as normal person. To get in touch with their society, autistic using several body languages as their means to communicate, they tend to be somewhat socially immature and may be seen by others as odd and eccentric. That is why, we as common people need to be aware to our society issues by
reading or watching literary works in order to get better information and knowledge.

Reasons for studying literature are different for every person. They want to get new knowledge and some moral values from the literary work. On the other hand, people study literature to get pleasure because they will feel happy and comfortable while reading or studying literature. Literature pleases us by imitating life or more precisely by displaying its writer visions of life as it or as the writer thinks it should be. People also say that written literature has a great power to influence someone’s feeling. People can cry or laugh only by reading a group of sentences in the literary work.

This recent global, literature has been growing wider and wider along with the ongoing development of science and technology that it brought influences to human lives. It is surely that this condition requires human creativity to keep up with the flow of invention and innovation. The form communication in early human civilization was detained by spoken or written form of media, but now, at this present civilization the new form of electronic media gives greater influence to human life. Literature is now, no longer performed only on stage but on electronic media such as television. The invention of motion picture technology through TV developed further into another form, which is called film.

Film is the most familiar literary work to the common people than the other literary works or genres like poetry, prose, drama on stage and etc. We can see the fact that nowadays almost everyone in this world has at least one
television set at home and through film on TV though there are films on cinemas or other modern electronic means such as VCD/DVD it is the easiest way for them to draw literary messages from them. Since film is considered more entertaining and educating, and if we refer to the definition of literature by Panghilito Luigi, film also possesses the element of what makes a work become a literary work.

Drama film is the largest genre films with many subsets. It needs high concentration to understand its story. With the author’s given direction, meaning, and artistic interpretation point of view, film becomes acceptable to the society as media as well as material that are interesting to discuss in a literary analysis just as other genres such as drama, fiction, or poetry do, although the film contains discrimination and underestimation of people with autism disorder. Therefore, a literary research through social psychological approach is conducted to Peter Naes’s movie entitled Mozart and the Whale. This film reveals the discrimination, underestimation, and struggling of people with autism disorder.

Referring to the background above, I chose Mozart and the Whale as a reference to conduct an analysis as one subtopics; I focused the analysis on the Asperger Syndrome suffer (Donald Morton) as the main character of the movie.

1.2 Reasons for Choosing the Topic

As I noted before films is the most popular entertainment in the world. Almost all generations like watching film. Not only film can give pleasure for the viewer, but it also can give moral values to them. They can learn many things about life from the film such as social relationship, politics, and science.
In the development of film, the film makers do not only want to get profit but also they have a special intention which they want to give to the society that is called moral values. Moral values will give us new knowledge about social condition such as how we should behave and how we should socialize with them in our society.

From the elaboration above I have several reasons why I want to analyze the film *Mozart and the Whale* are:

1. To give more information about Asperger syndrome to the reader to get a clearly definition about it.
2. Mozart and the Whale is a unique and interesting movie to be discussed since it performs unusual main character and story line.
3. By analyzing this movie, I try to help reader to have better understanding about Asperger syndrome and autism suffers in their social interaction.

**1.3 The Statements of the Problem**

In order not to discuss something irrelevant I had limited the discussion by presenting and focusing my attention to the following problems:

1. What is the personal characteristic of Asperger’s syndrome sufferer represented by Donald Morton?
2. What are the difficulties of someone with Asperger syndrome to have social interaction?

**1.4 The Objectives of the Study**
Based on the formulated problems above, this study has two objectives. They are elaborated as follow:

1. To explore the personal characters of Asperger’s syndrome sufferers represented by Donald Morton.
2. To identify the difficulties of someone with Asperger’s syndrome in social interaction.

1.5 Significance of the Study

The result of the study is fully expected to give broad view and knowledge of the meaning of Asperger’s syndrome. As we all know, some people still have wrong definition and perception about it. They mostly being a victim of social bullying in society. Underestimation and discrimination is a part of their life. From this study, the writer wants to give clear description to the readers about autistic disorder in order to have better information.

Providing the way for English Department students especially literature program to study literary works in more imaginative way and help them to see deeply in it and giving a weighty references for other researcher who wants to conduct literary research in the same field will be an utmost expectation of the writer.

1.6 The Outline of the Report

To arrange the written report, I divided my study into some chapters and subchapters. Each chapter discusses certain related issues. The first chapter is the introduction. It involves general background of the study, reason for choosing the topic, statements of the problem, objectives of the study, significance of the study and outline of the study.
Chapter II is review of the related literature, which contains theories underlying the writing of the study. This chapter discusses film which contains the definition of film, history of film, genres of film, Asperger syndrome definition, and others information about it, and biography of Jerry Newport as the original figure of person with Asperger syndrome.

Chapter III is method of investigation. This chapter describes the object of the study, roles of researcher, type of data, procedure of collecting the data, and procedures of analyzing the data.

Chapter IV is the analysis of Asperger syndrome in the movie *Mozart and the Whale* containing the synopsis of the film. In this chapter, the writer elaborate all of the analysis about Donald Morton, as an autistic main character, also his struggling to get in touch with his social living and love relationship with another autistic suffer, Isabelle.

At the end of the final project or chapter V, the writer will end her analysis by presenting the conclusion and suggestion of her evaluation.
CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

All of references and information about Asperger’s syndrome which are used by the writer to support her in conducting her analysis upon the topic are discussed and presented in this chapter. The writer picks the source from books and also internet about film, Asperger’s syndrome, autism, and social interaction.

2.1 Film

Film, as common people know, is a kind of entertainment which is broadcasted in theater or television set. It is the easiest way of educating or getting in touch with art works for ordinary people at present. This subchapter elaborates more about it.

2.1.1 Definition of Film

The name "film" comes from the fact that photographic film had historically been the primary medium for recording and displaying motion pictures. Many other terms exist for an individual motion picture, including picture, picture show, photo-play, flick, and most commonly, movie. Hornby (1995:434) states that film is a story, etc recorded as a set of moving pictures to be shown on television or at the cinema. Additional terms for the field in general include the big screen, the silver screen, the cinema, and the movies. Traditional films are made up of a series of individual images called frames. When these images are shown rapidly in succession, a viewer has the illusion that motion is occurring. The viewer
cannot see the flickering between frames due to an effect known as persistence of vision whereby the eye retains a visual image for a fraction of a second after the source have been removed. This phenomenon is called beta movement (www.wikipedia.com).

Films are cultural artifacts created by specific cultures, which reflect those cultures, and, in turn, affect them. Film is considered to be an important art form, a source of popular entertainment, and a powerful method for educating citizens. The visual elements of cinema give motion pictures a universal power of communication; some movies have become popular worldwide attractions by using dubbing or subtitles that translate the dialogue. Films are produced by recording images from the world with cameras, or by creating images using animation techniques or special effects. Naturally, the images needed to be carefully designed to achieve the desired effect and the underlying principle became the basis for the development of film animation.

The nature of the film determines the size and type of crew required during filmmaking. A film crew is a group of people hired by a film company, employed during the "production" for the purpose of producing a film or motion picture. Crew is distinguished from cast, the actors who appear in front of each other of the camera or provide voices for characters in the film. The crew interacts with but is also distinct from the production staff, consisting of producers, managers. Communication between production and crew generally passes through the director and his/her staff of assistants. Medium-to-large crews are generally divided into departments with well defined hierarchies and standards for
interaction and cooperation between the departments. Other than acting, the crew handles everything in the photography phase: props and costumes, shooting, sound, lights, sets, and production special effects. Many Hollywood adventure films need computer generated imagery (CGI), created by dozens of 3D modelers, animators, and compositors. Filmmaking takes place all over the world using different technologies, styles of acting and genre.

2.1.2 History of Film

In 1860, the mechanisms for producing two-dimensional images or pictures in motion were demonstrated with devices called zoetrope and praxinoscope. These machines acted like simple optical device and would display sequences of still pictures at sufficient speed for the images or the pictures to appear to be moving, a phenomenon called persistence of vision. The images needed to be designed very carefully to achieve the desired effect and this became the basis for the development of film animation (www.wikipedia.com)

After celluloid film was developed for still photography, it became possible to capture object directly in motion in real time. By the 1880, silent films were born along with the development of hand crank viewing machine into motion picture camera. With this, images were captured and stored on a single reel and with the help of a motion picture projector a "moving picture show" was shown to its audience. This innovative silent film or motion picture was purely visual art through the late 19th century ignoring Dickson’s early sound experiments in 1894. Around the turn of twentieth century, film began to develop a narrative structure. To break the silence, a pianist or organist was hired by the theater owner to play
music fitting the mood of the film. In early 1920, most films were produced along with list of sheet music. In 1920s, a new technology allowed filmmakers to attach a soundtrack of speech, music, and sound effects synchronized with the action on screen. Ever since, silent film became sound films or "talking picture" or talkies.

In this era, there were the greatest filmmakers such as Sergei Eisenstein, F. W. Murnau, Fritz Lang, D. W. Griffith and Charles Chaplin with their greatest contributions to the film realm. The next step was the introducing of "natural color" films, after the end of World War II, more and more movies were filmed in color as the industry in America came to view color as essential to attracting audiences. By the end of 1960s, color had become a norm for filmmakers. The next decades, film schools had produced and educated independent filmmakers. Last but not least, digital technology has been the driving force to take the throughout 1990s development and into the 21st century's technology.

### 2.1.3 Genres of Film

In theory, film genre is categorization and classification of film based on similarities in narrative elements and patterns such as setting and props, subject matters, themes, mood, period, plot, motifs, style, structure, situation, icons, and stars (www.filmsite.org/genres.html). Films are not really subjected to genre analysis by film historians until the 1970s. All films at least have one major film genre, although there are number of films that are considered having more than one main genre (sub-genre). In general, we will find plenty of film genres as film development. In order to have deeper understanding about film genres, here are the kinds of main film genres:
**Action Films**

Action films usually include high energy, big-budget physical stunts and chases, possibly with rescues, battles, fights, escape, destructive crises, non-stop motion, spectacular rhythm and pacing, and adventurous. Usually this film often involve two dimensional "good-guy" battling bad-guy. Action film asks for high prices.

**Adventure Films**

Adventure films are usually exciting stories, with novel experiences. Some people recognize adventure film as action film because it has many similarities inside. Adventure films could be searches or expeditions for lost continents, "jungle" and "desert" epics, treasure hunts, disaster films.

**Comedy Films**

Comedies are light-hearted plots designed to amuse and provoke laughter. Comedy films often present funny story which can make the viewer laughs.

**Crime and Gangster Films**

Crime (gangster) films are developed around the actions. Criminal and gangster films are often categorized as *film noir* or *detective-mystery* films because of underlying similarities between these cinematic forms. This category includes a description of various serial killer films. In crime gangster films we often find violence.

**Drama Films**
Dramas are serious; sometimes it needs high concentration to understand. Usually, they are not focus on special-effects; comedy, or action. Dramatic films are probably the largest films genre, with many subsets.

**Epics / Historical Films**

Epics include costume dramas, historical *dramas*, and war films. Epics often share elements of the elaborate adventure films genre. Epics take an historical or imagined event, mythic, legendary, or heroic figure, and add an extravagant setting and lavish costume.

**Horror Films**

Horror films are designed to frighten and to invoke our hidden worst fears, often in a shocking finale. Horror films feature a wide range of styles. They are often combined with science fiction when the menace or monster is related to a corruption of technology. The fantasy and supernatural film genres are not usually synonymous with the horror genre. There are many sub-genre of horror: teen terror, serial killers, satanic, and Dracula.

**Musical (Dances) Films**

Musical / dance films are cinematic forms that emphasize full-scale scores or song and dance. Major subgenres include the musical comedy or the concert film.

**Science Fiction Films**

Sci-fi films are often quasi-scientific, visionary and imaginative complete with heroes, aliens, distant planets, improbable settings, and fantastic places. Science fiction often expresses the potential of technology to destroy humankind and easily overlaps with *horror* films.
War (Anti – War) Films

War films acknowledge the horror and heartbreak of war, letting the actual combat fighting. War films are often recognized with other genres, such as action, adventure, drama, romance, comedy.

Westerns

Westerns are the major defining genre of the American film industry. They are one of oldest, most enduring genres with very recognizable plots, element, and characters. Over time, westerns have been re-defined, re-invented, and expanded, dismissed, re-discovered, and spoofed.

Now, film industries develop rapidly all over the world. Moreover, technology development supports film into the most popular entertainment for all generation. Novel films are not only able to hypnotize young people or children to be addicted but they also able to give modern view toward their life. Some people learn about education, social and culture through films. Therefore, some film industries modify and try to create films with new genre. Some films are easily categorized into main film genres as elaborated above but other films are categorized into Non-Genre film. There are some Non-Genre films which can be learned. Non-Genre films categories can be elaborated as follows:

Animated Films

Animations are not a strictly-defined genre category, but rather a film technique, although they often contain genre-like elements. Animated films are often considered kids or family-oriented films, although the may be enjoyed by all ages.

British (UK Films)
A short section designed as a tribute to various memorable British (UK Films).

**Children – Kids – Family-Oriented Films**

These are non-offensive, wholesome, and entertaining films. They include topics or scenes with violence, foul language. Children and family-oriented films may actually be suitable for all age groups, and cover a wide range of genre categories such as comedy, adventure, fantasy, musicals.

**Classic Films**

This “classic films” category, not a film genre, identifies many films from Hollywood’s distinguished Golden Era and other “classics”

**Cult Films**

Not a specific genre in itself, since cult films can be science fiction, horror. Cult films have limited but special appeal, and are usually strange, eccentric, with outrageous and cartoony characters or plots.

**Documentary Films**

Documentary films are non-fictional, factual works of art. Originally, the earliest documentaries were either short newsreels, instructional pictures, without any creative story-telling or staging.

**Serial Films**

One of the earliest forms of film that originated during the silent era and lasted to the 1950s, often episodic in forms, which were shown over a period of weeks or years. Included attractive heroines and action heroes.

**Sexual or Erotic Films**
A hybrid category of sexual/erotic films that focus on themes with either suggestive, erotic or sensual scenes or subjects. This category may include films often directed at teen audiences, with gross-out sexual subjects.

**Silent Films**

Films that have no synchronized soundtrack and no spoken dialogue, until the dawn of the talkies in the late 1920s. Films without dialogue featured titles for dialogue segments, and often were accompanied by live music.

**2.1.4 Elements of Film**

There is close correlation between film and literary works. In this era, there are many films produced based on drama, novel, personal biography and ect. For example, the film in which the writer wants to analyze in this study, is also based personal biography. Conversely, films also influence the development of literary work. Some authors create their work based on the film which they had ever seen. Therefore, the existence between film and other literary works can not be separated each other.

Although film has its own specific characteristic and terminology, it is possible to analyze film by drawing on method of literary criticism because film has close relation to the traditional approaches that is textual studies. Klarer (1999:57) stated that in spite of their differing forms and media, drama and film are often categorized under the heading performing arts because they use actors as their means of expression. Both film and literary work depend on their significant element that is character or actor.

As one of the literary works film is also supported by its elements in order
to create fantastic and fascinating performance. Unlike another literary works such as novel or drama, film asks for more elements than them. There are three essential elements of film in which a film is produced. Those three elements are as follows:

(1) **Spatial Dimension**

In spatial dimension there are seven essential elements of film. They are:

**Film Stock**

It covers black and white or colour, high contrast and low contrast, sensitive or less sensitive material and also includes effects which directly influence the content of the film.

**Lighting**

It is related to the way how certain light condition should be given to a film. In some ways, they use natural or candle light instead of electric light.

**Camera Angle**

It is a matter related to the position of the camera from which a certain scene is to be filmed.

**Camera Movement**

It is liked to a camera angle and allows for a variable charge of perspective. Camera movement will also determine good or bad of picture in a film.

**Point of View**

It is an opinion or attitude of a narrator or author toward the film itself whether he or she becomes the first or second person in the film.

**Editing**
It is a technique in which a film is cut or rearrange in a separate process to the final version of film.

**Montage**

It is a kind of film technique which creates effects similar to the use of simile or metaphor in a novel or drama that is beautifying the story or scene.

(2) **Temporal Dimension**

In temporal dimension there are five elements altogether. They are as follows:

**Slow and Fast Motion**

It is a matter of motion of the pictures in the film. It could be slow or fast motion pictures.

**Plot Time**

It is the time of a plan or an outline of the event in a film last.

**Length of Time**

It is related to the duration of time of the film. Some films could have duration around 90 minutes but others could be 120 minutes as well.

**Flashback**

It is a part of film which shows us a scene earlier in time than the main story, aiming to give a description about the past events.

**Foreshadowing**

It is one of the techniques in film making which give audience a sign or warning of something about to happen.

(3) **Acoustic Dimension**
There are three main elements in acoustic dimension. They are:

**Dialogue**

It is defined as the conversation among the actors or characters. Dialogue may show us the whole meaning of the story.

**Music**

Usually music is given to a film in order to beautify the viewer's imagination toward the story. In some films we may happen to see a soundtrack of film such as songs in which they represent the theme of the film.

**Sound Effects**

It is linked to the music itself. The sound effect could be smooth or hard, sad or happy depend on the film story.

### 2.2 Asperger’s Syndrome

#### 2.2.1 History of Asperger’s Syndrome

The disorder is named after Hans Asperger, a Viennese pediatrician who, in 1940, first described a set of behaviour patterns apparent in some of his patients, mostly males. Asperger noticed that although autistic had normal intelligence and language development, they had severely impaired social skills, were unable to communicate effectively with others, and had poor coordination.

According to the Asperger Syndrome Coalition of the United States, the onset of Asperger’s Syndrome is later than what is typical in autism or at least it is recognized later. Many kids are diagnosed after age 3, with most diagnosed between the ages of 5 and 9.

Asperger’s Syndrome is characterized by poor social interactions, obsessions,
odd speech patterns, and other peculiar mannerisms. People with Asperger’s Syndrome often have few facial expressions and have difficulty reading the body language of others; they might engage in obsessive routines and display an unusual sensitivity to sensory stimuli (for example, they may be bothered by a light that no one else notices; they may cover their ears to block out sounds in the environment; or they might prefer to wear clothing made only of a certain material).

Overall, people with Asperger’s Syndrome are capable of functioning in everyday life, but tend to be somewhat socially immature and may be seen by others as odd or eccentric.

Other characteristics of Asperger’s Syndrome include motor delays, clumsiness, limited interests, and peculiar preoccupations. Adults with Asperger’s Syndrome have trouble demonstrating empathy for others, and social interactions continue to be difficult. Experts say that Asperger’s Syndrome follows a continuous course and usually lasts a lifetime. However, symptoms can wax and wane over time, and early intervention services can be helpful.

### 2.2.2 Definition of Asperger’s Syndrome

According to online encyclopedia, Wikipedia.com, Asperger syndrome is one of several autism spectrum disorder (ASD) characterized by difficulties in social interaction and by restricted, stereotyped interests and activities. Asperger syndrome is distinguished from the other autism spectrum disorder in having no general delay in language or cognitive development. Although not mentioned in standard diagnostic criteria, motor clumsiness and atypical use of language are
frequently reported. Hans Asperger as it founder, who in 1940 published a paper which described a pattern of behaviors in several young boys who had normal intelligence and language development, but who also exhibited autistic, like behaviors and marked deficiencies in social and communication skills. Individuals with Asperger syndrome exhibit a variety of characteristic and the disorder can range from mild to severe. People with Asperger syndrome show marked deficiencies in social skills have difficulties with transition or changes and prefer sameness. They often have obsessive routines and may be preoccupied with particular subject of interest. They have a great deal of difficulty reading nonverbal cues (body language) and very often the individual with Asperger syndrome have difficulty determining proper body space. Often overly sensitive to sounds, tastes, smells, and sights. The person with Asperger syndrome may prefer soft clothing, certain foods, and be bothered by sound or lights no one else seems to hear or see. It is important to remember that the person with Asperger syndrome perceives the world very differently. Therefore, many behaviors that seems odd or unusual are due to those neurological differences and not the result of improper parenting. By definition, those with Asperger syndrome have a normal IQ and many individuals (although not all), exhibit exceptional skill or talent in a specific area. Because of their degree of functionality and their naiveté, those with Asperger syndrome are often viewed as eccentric or odd and can easily become victims of teasing and bullying.

2.2.3 Signs and Symptoms

Asperger's syndrome is a lifelong condition, although it tends to stabilize over
time, and improvements are often seen. The symptoms of Asperger syndrome are often hard to differentiate by common people. Based on review from Anne M. Meduri, MD, in her online blog, these signs and symptoms might be present in an individual with Asperger syndrome:

- inappropriate or minimal social interactions
- conversations almost always revolving around self rather than others
- "scripted," "robotic," or repetitive speech
- lack of "common sense"
- problems with reading, math, or writing skills
- obsession with complex topics such as patterns or music
- average to below-average nonverbal cognitive abilities, though verbal cognitive abilities are usually average to above-average
- awkward movements
- odd behaviours or mannerisms

It's important to note that, unlike people with autism, those with Asperger Syndrome might show no delays in language development; they usually have good grammatical skills and an advanced vocabulary at an early age. However, they typically do exhibit a language disorder, they might be very literal and have trouble using language in a social context.

2.3 Social Interaction

2.3.1 Definition of Social Interaction
Social interaction is the process of people orienting themselves to others and acting in response to each other’s behaviour. People interact with others in order to accomplish some goal; their behaviour in such interactions is always directed toward specific other people. For example, the job seeker and the job interviewer engage in social interaction in order to fulfil two goals: the job seeker wants employment and the job interviewer wants to fill a vacancy.

Social interaction is not merely a matter of individual choice; rather, it is guided by defined expectations and meanings. These social expectations and meanings are organized in terms of statuses and roles. A status is a position in a social structure that determines where an individual “fits” in the social order. A role is a set of behaviours, attitudes, obligations, and privileges expected of anyone who occupies a particular status.

Social interaction is connected to the structure of society through the interrelationship of different statuses and roles. “Job interviewer” is one of the thousands of statuses in the typical large corporation; the behaviour expected of people who occupy this social status is determined by the overall goals and strategies of the business itself. These goals and strategies are shaped in turn by the political and economic structure of the society as a whole. Thus an isolated interaction between job seeker and interviewer is linked through the interconnection of statuses and roles to the organization of society itself.

2.4 Mozart and the Whale

*Mozart and the Whale* is the story of Donald Morton (Josh Hartnett) a man suffering Asperger's Syndrome. Asperger's Syndrome as defined by
freedictionary.com is, "a pervasive developmental disorder resembling autistic disorder, being characterized by severe impairment of social interactions and by restricted interests and behaviors; however, patients are not delayed in development of language, cognitive function, and self-help skills." You could know someone with Asperger Syndrome for years and never know that there was anything wrong with him/her.

Donald is a cabdriver who has organized a support group for other people suffering from Autism. However, one day someone new comes to the support group, Isabelle Sorenson (Radha Mitchell). Isabelle, aside from being beautiful, also suffers from AS. Donald and Isabelle manage to connect and begin to date. The movie focuses on how the two try to deal with the trials and tribulations of a budding romance while also living with their condition. It is hard not to love Donald and it is hard to believe that Hartnett had nothing to do with that. At one level this movie is about two people struggling to connect and live with Asperger's Syndrome.

This film is very interesting to be analyzed because of its unique plot and character. This film is also one of the means of communication between the audiences and the filmmaker to deliver the moral values of this film.

2.5 Social Psychology

In this subchapter the writer describes social psychology which covers social psychology, relation of social psychology, sociology and literature. Here is the detailed elaboration of the subject matters.
2.5.1 Definition of Social Psychology

Social psychology is still a young study with human as its object. As human naturally becomes social creature after he was born and raised by other individuals around him, parents make him get used to and know ways to interact with more individuals around as he grows up. He will gain what he needs inside of that crowd of individuals or it can be said as a group, community, or society and also he will act as a feedback to his community as he is already the member of the community. Social psychology studies how an individual can affect his community or the other way around.

Social psychology is concerned with behavior as it is influenced by the actual or implied presence of others. It is believed that the foundation for the characteristically human behaviors of being sympathetic, joking confirming to expectations, experiencing the shame or pride, and forming presences are developed in the earliest mother infant relation and subsequently elaborated in relation with others. The understanding of this socialization and the social functions of languages and communication is the basic concern in social psychology. In the study of attitudes, the social psychologist is concerned with the processes that influence attitude formation and change (Britannica Encyclopedia, 1970)

David G. Myer (2005: 4) states that Social Psychology is the scientific study of how people think about, influence of, and relate to one another. From the definition can draw an out line that its contents can be subsumed into social thinking, social influence, and social relations. Social thinking points out four things; how we perceive ourselves and others; what we believe; judgment we make; and our attitude. Social influence main points are culture and biology;
pressures to confirm; persuasion; and group of people. And in social relation, there are prejudice; aggression; attraction and intimacy; and helping.

The closest disciplines of science of Social Psychology are Sociology and Psychology. Social psychology versus Sociology, both shares an interest in studying how people behave in a group but sociologists study groups from small to very large (society and their trends). Meanwhile, most social psychologists study average individuals (how one person at a time think about others, influence them, and relates them) or how group affect individual people and an individual affects a group.

Social Psychology is an ally of Psychology upon their focus on the individual. However, the difference is on the object in which the former studies more on social character. Personality psychologists focus on internal functioning and on differences between individual (why one individual is more aggressive than the others) but social psychologists focus on our common humanity or how people, in general, view and affect one another.

2.5.2 Relation of Social Psychology, Sociology, and Literature

Social Psychology is a still young science. Unlike, let’s say, its two-close-relation of sciences, Sociology and Psychology, which already have many literary criticism theories, social psychology has only extremely limit theories upon literature criticism. Therefore, since this study is a literary study upon a literary work which focuses on its moral value with film as the object of the
study, here, social psychology lends some theories belonging to sociological criticism.

Sociology is close to social psychology as they are focusing on group of people in later development, become a community or even society. Since the moral value which is found in the literary work of this study, is a result of individuals collective behaviors in a group or community, social psychology comes in literary criticism through the same way as sociology does. David Daches (1981: 356) states that if the first object of critic is to see the work in itself as it really is, the sociologist, like the historian, can often help him. But once he has seen what it is, he must apply a criterion suitable to the nature of what he sees. However, literature and other discipline of science are different in their field of the study, and it is hardly being combined into one another.

Literary criticism is an activity that we knowingly explore the questions that help to define our humanity, evaluate our actions, or simply increase our appreciation and enjoyment of both literary work and our fellow human beings (Charles E. Bressler, 1999). With relativistic criticism, Social Psychology is used to define, explain and criticize a piece of literary work. Without theory, practical criticism could not exist.

2.6 Psychology

2.6.1 Psychology in Literature

Psychological approach in literary criticism is introduced after many scholars of
literature know a lot of Freud’s teaching which begin to be published in English, especially *The Interpretation of Dreams* and *Three Contribution Theories of Sex* in the decade around the first World War. Literary analysis carried out as an experiment of dream symbolism technique, an expression of stream of consciousness, and Freud’s definition of libido provide a kind of source of support for social revolution against Puritanism and Victorianism.

According to William Henry Hudson as cited by Hardjana (1991:59), psychology enters the area of literary criticism through four ways: (1) discussion about the process of literature creation, (2) psychological analysis of the author (either as a type or a person), (3) discussion about psychological theories applicable to the analysis of character’s behaviour in literary works, and (4) the influence of literary works on the readers.

As stated above that psychology is a vast field, it grows every time. Psychology was firstly believed as the clinical theories, now might come to the field of life, such as industries, law, education and literature as well.

Based on Freud’s ideas, a Freudian approach to literature views text and sometimes by going through the author as the object to be analysed. Freudian literary critics search out the covert content of a work in attempt to uncover the unconscious of the text. These critics also analyse unconscious motives or feeling as displayed through the action of the characters of the author. These ideas can be applied to both the action taking place with the pages of the novel as well as to the actual life of the author.

The relation of psychoanalysis and literature can be seen from different
angles. Fellman (as cited by Green, 1996) explains that we normally tend to see psychoanalysis of the active practice performed upon the passive text.

While literature is considered as a body of language to be interpreted psychoanalysis is considered as the body of knowledge, whose competence is called upon to interpret. Psychoanalysis, in other words, occupies the place of subject, like literature that an object.

That is why Horney as written in *Theory of Literature* by Wellek and Warren (1977:90) states that sometimes the novelist can teach us more about human nature and the psychologist with all of his imagination stated in words. The author is freely showing his idea based on the psychological theory in his works as the pictures of what is going on around the people, and based on the deep consideration of human as Hardjana (1985) asserts in the following:

Sometimes, literature critics take the psychological stream instead of trying to analyze the soul of the author through his works of art. They also use their knowledge about the problems of human life and psycho-logic environment to interpret work without connecting it with the biography of the author. This particular psychological approach is appropriate with the people who have the same ideology with Dryden, to whom has the assumption that function and role of literature area trying to serve “the image of man which fairly and likely or at least if they believe that in fact that the aim of literature is the reflection of human life.

In some cases, people prefer analyzing literary works psychologically to studying the biography of the author or the writer. People are trying to show the image of the writer by describing his or her characteristic through his or her works into some words. They do not expose the writer’s background or their life story.

**2.6.2 Sigmund Freud**

Sigmund Freud was the father of psychology. He began his education at the University of Vienna in 1873. He went to school and spent much time studying
psychology and neurology.

He became a brilliant researcher and begun work in Paris with the French neurologist Jean Martin Charcot, an avid hypnotist who influence his ideas on the treatment of neurosis. In 1886 he married Martha Bernays, within nine years they had six children.

In 1887 Freud met Wilhelm Feiss, a doctor from Berlin. Their newfound friendship increased Freud’s interest in psychology. Through his encouragement he founded psychoanalysis. For the next few years Freud worked on his book *The Interpretation of Dreams* which assigned dreams as attempts for fulfilment.

Freud became more prestigious with his continual publication of papers and books such as *Psychology as Everyday Life* in 1901.

In 1902 he was appointed associate professor at University of Vienna and he founded Vienna psychoanalytic Society. In *The Free Essay on Sexuality* (1905) Freud unleashed one of the pillars of his theory on personality, sexual development. He continually published case studies backing up his theories. In the early 1900s he expanded his publication to include papers on religion, nature, history and movie. During this time, psychoanalysis became increasingly popular and political struggle began. There were major divisions in the field while Freud and his follower tried to promote psychoanalysis outside of Vienna.

As Freud was aging, he was training Carl, G. Jung as his successor. But as time went on Jung and Freud differed in ideas, as Jung did not take into prominence Freud assigned to the libido and in 1914 they terminated their correspondence. In the same year, World War I broke out and brought out the movement of
psychoanalysis to a halt.

Freud had a tough experience during the war, as all three of his sons fought in the army. This led to his death drive theory, introduced in Beyond the Pleasure Principle (1920). In 1923 he presented his famous idea of the id, ego, and superego and the unconscious, preconscious and subconscious.

The psychoanalytic movement was flourishing and Freud was diagnosed with cancer. Through all his generation he continued writing and redeveloping his theories. In the 1930’s the Nazi regime infiltrate Austria. In 1938 Freud left for Paris with the help of Princess Marie Bonaparte and he died on September 23, 1939. He worked up to his death and his contribution to the field of psychology will not be forgotten.

2.6.3 Sigmund Freud’s Division of Mind

Freud understood the mind as constantly in conflict with itself, and understood this conflict as the primary course of human anxiety and unhappiness. His classic example in the patient Anna O, who displayed rash psychological and psychological symptoms such as assorted paralyses, historical squints, coughs, speech, disorder and others. Under hypnosis, Freud and Josef Breuer, a fellow physician, traced many of these symptoms to memorize of a period when he nursed her dying father. One symptom, a nervous cough, they related to a particular event at her father side. Upon hearing dance music drifting from a neighbour’s house, she felt an urge to be there, gone from her father beside.

Immediately, she was stuck with guilt and self-reproach. She covered his internal conflict with a nervous cough, and from that day on, coughed reflexively
at the sound of rhythmic music. Freud’s investigation into internal conflicts such as this led him to an eventual division of the mind into three parts, three conflicting internal tendencies, the well-known id, ego and superego.

It is important to note that this division is not the separation of the mind into three structures and function, which exist, in physical partitions in the brain; they are not even truly structures, but rather separate aspects and elements of the single structure of the mind.

(1) Id

As the baby emerges from the womb into the reality life, it wants only to eat, drink, urinate, be warmed and gain pleasure. These urges are the demand of the id. In pursuit of this end, the id demands immediate gratification; it is ruled by the pleasure principle, demanding satisfaction now, regardless of circumstances and possible undesirable affects. If young boy was ruled entirely by his id, he would steal and eat a piece of chocolate from a store regardless of the owner’s menacing watching above him or even his parents scolding toward him.

The id will not stand for a delay in gratification. For some urges, such as urination, it is easily satisfied. However, if the urge is not immediately discharged, the id will form a memory of the end of the motivation: the thirsty infant will form an image of the mother milk. This act of wish-fulfilment satisfied the id’s desire for the moment. It obviously does not reduce the tension of the fulfilled urge.

According to Subur Wardoyo (1999:50-55) in his article
Criticism in Theory and Practice

there are three characteristics of id:

(1) Id is the source of all our aggression and desires.
(2) It is lawless, asocial, and amoral.
(3) It is repressed in our unconscious.

(2) Ego

The eventual understanding that the immediate gratification is usually impossible (and often unwise). And it comes with the formation of the ego, which is ruled by the reality principle. The ego acts as ego-between in the idÔ relations with reality, often surprising the idÔ urges until an appropriate situation arises. The thirsty five years old boy now not only identifies water as the satisfaction of his urge, but also form a plan to obtain water, perhaps, by founding drinking fountain. While the ego is still in the service of id., it borrows some of its psychic energy in effort to control the urge until it is feasibly satisfied. The egoÔ effort at pragmatic satisfaction of urges eventually builds a great number of skills and memories and become aware of itself as an entity. With the formation of the ego, the individual becomes a self, instead of amalgamation of urges and needs.

According to Subur Wardoyo (1999:50-55) in his article ”Literary Criticism in Theory and Practice” there are three characteristics of ego:

(1) It regulates the instinctual drives of the id
(2) It is the part of our conscious mind.
(3) It serves as intermediary between the world with and the world without.
(3) Superego

While the ego may temporarily repress urges of the id in fear of punishment, eventually these external sources of punishment are internalized, and the child will not steal the chocolate, even unwatched, because he has taken punishment right and wrong into himself.

The super ego uses guilt and self-approaches as its primary means of enforcement for these rules. But if a person does something, which is unacceptable to the superego, he experiences pride and self-satisfaction.

According to Subur Wardoyo (1999:50-55) in his article "Literary Criticism in Theory and Practice" there are two characteristics of superego:

1. It is the moral censoring agency.
2. It blocks and presses back the drives of the id into the unconscious.

Superego controls people mind not to do something immoral. It usually gives understanding to people whether it is good or wrong and how people should act to face something in their life. It will guide people into the right way.

In literary matter Freud had already given big contribution. If we take a look to the psychological studies we will find that his theory in psychology had given deep understanding about literary works and social matter. In relation with leadership theories, Freud's psychology theory had given inspiration to a leader about how he or she should behave or act in front of his or her followers. Moreover, it guides them psychologically in maintaining his or her organization/country he or she is leading. In addition, leader also will be able to
use Freud's theory to develop what he or she is leading now psychologically.
CHAPTER III

METHOD OF INVESTIGATION

3.1 Object of the Study

The object of this study in this analysis is Peter Naess's movie entitled *Mozart and the Whale* by Millennium Film in 2005. It is based on true event of two extraordinary individuals—Jerry Newport and Marry Newport. In this occasion, I take the original script and the copy of VCD as the sources of the data. The movie is a drama movie with duration of time 92 minutes.

3.1.1 Synopsis

Donald Morton, a man suffering from Asperger Syndrome. He is a cabdriver who has organized a support group for other people suffering from autism with a phenomenal talent for numbers. Donald tries to be a good employee in his employer company, although he is suffering from Asperger's Syndrome. He wants to prove that people with Asperger's syndrome can do the same thing like ordinary people, do the job without any failure and orderly. Nevertheless, all of his employers are never satisfied and they assume that Donald is troublemaker and useless. They never know that Donald is an individual with Asperger's syndrome, which is why Donald always ruins his work with silly, extraordinary behaviour and emotional dysfunctions. Beside Donald is a superhuman knack for number. He is love of birds, which they live together in his flat. Like many Asperger's syndrome sufferers, he likes patterns and routines. However, one day
someone new comes to the group support, Isabelle Sorenson. Isabelle, aside from being beautiful, also suffers from Asperger Syndrome. Isabelle suffered trauma in their childhood and adolescence and suffered from low self-esteem. When they first met, they are eccentric individuals. However, while their minds are not naturally wired for love, their hearts still yearn for it. Through each other, they were able to begin to understand themselves and discover how love can heal the human soul. After Isabelle join in the group, Donald try to help Isabelle to manage her self-esteem and trauma. Day by day, they are spending time together and sharing what are in their mind. Helping each other makes them getting closed and they start loving each other. The unique relationship between Isabelle and Donald is beginning. Love relationship of two people with Asperger’s syndrome and emotional dysfunction. Donald has emotional and social interaction dysfunction. That is why he seems introvert and keeps his problem by himself, and do not want to be bothered by others, even Isabelle. Oneday, when Isabelle clean up Donald’s flat and get rid all of his parakeets and his belongings, Donald is very angry and lost his self-esteem.

In other occasions, a Halloween party is coming. Isabelle tries to ask Donald to accompany her to go to Halloween party. This event is a good chance for Isabelle and Donald to end their anger. Donald is wearing whale costume and Isabelle is wearing Mozart costume. It is a symbol of two different characteristic. Although they are different, Isabelle and Donald are struggling to be together, until they decide to marriage and live together as a husband and wife. Their problem is not only about social interaction between neighbor and society, but also in Donald’s
employment. Being discriminated by normal people in their social life is often happen in their daily life. Different opinion and decision often happen in their marriage, until they decide to divorce and end their marriage. After they are divorce, Isabelle runs her life by herself, Donald also do the same. At the end, they realize every moment that has been through together in their marriage is very special. Until they decide to re-marriage and they finally feel something that is real and normal, that is love. Even they are not normal as an Asperger’s syndrome sufferer.

3.2 Role of Researcher
In this analysis the researcher has two main roles. They are follows:

(1) The data collector
In order to complete this study I collect the data about this film. I get the data from many sources. First, I get the data from the script of the film and the Vision Compact Disk (VCD). Second, I get the data from the books which related to the material. The last I collect the data by browsing through the internet.

(2) Data analyst
After getting the data, I analyzed them then took the essence of the data. I grouped the several data based on the classification. I also reduced the data that I get from the source in order to make me easy in analyzing them.

3.3 Types of the Data
The type of the data in this analysis is descriptive qualitative, which merely
focuses on the analysis of textual data. It is kind of method which involves such analysis, interpretation and description about what I analyzed supported by accurate references. It is like what is stated by John W Best (1978:1160 that \(\text{a} \)

descriptive study describes and interprets what it is. It is concerned with conditions or relationship that exists, opinion that are held, processes that are going on, effects that are going, effects that are evident or trends that are developing.

3.4 Procedures of Collecting the Data

In this analysis, there are two data sources. The first source was called primary source. It was source from which the main data were taken. The object of the study was Mozart and the Whale movie. The second source was called secondary source. It was the source from which the supporting data were taken. They involved the theory of social interaction, Asperger syndrome information and movie script. Those data were taken from books, dictionaries and websites.

3.5 Procedures of Analyzing the Data

3.5.1 Reading and Watching

The very basic step in analyzing a movie is reading and watching. I did not only read the script but I also watched the movie. I had to find out every side of it as well as understand the whole content clearly. The process of watching here is to synchronize the original dialogue in the script with the dialogue spoken by the character in the movie. Even, I had read and watched the movie several times to get deeper ideas that are related to the topic.

3.5.2 Indentifying
Here the word identifying means the activity of separating between data and non-data by marking, underlining, breaking and numbering. Once I found a datum, I wrote the datum. The purpose of this activity was to enable me to review the datum for the inventorying process.

### 3.5.3 Inventorying

Inventorying means to list all the identified data and put them in a table. The table consisted of columns data number, scene, the datum (dialogue/quotation), location (time) and a number of problems to answer. The form of all inventorying data will be presented as the table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>The datum (dialogue/quotation)</th>
<th>Location (duration)</th>
<th>Number of problem answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.5.4 Classifying

It means that if each datum has answered of all the statements of problems classifying is not required. On the contrary, if each datum has not answered all the statement problems, classifying is required. It means that the inventoried data are divided into same classification. This step notes what is so called by classified data or supposed data. The table of classifying step would be like this.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question Number</th>
<th>Supporting Data</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The number of supporting data depends on the object. It can be many or few. If the data are too general and irrelevant, the selection is required. If it is few, reducing is not required. The technique of how to reduce is many, but the one used in analysis is the number of classified data is multiplied with 10%. The table of reducing step will be like this.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question Number</th>
<th>The Number of Classified Data x 10%</th>
<th>The Number of Reduced Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5.5 Selecting

This step is selecting the classified data by reducing them into several samples. It can be random sampling or other techniques. The using of the techniques depends on the data. They must be simplified in order to carry through this study to analyze. Only relevant data are used to answer the problems. Then, the relevant data are simplified and emphasized by relevancy technique in order to conduct analysis to the study. Only relevant data are used to determine the indicator. The table of selecting data will be like this.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Classified Data</th>
<th>Reduced Data</th>
<th>Selected Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
3.5.6 Reporting

After selecting, the data are reported in the appendices. The appendices will help the readers to find out the overall data analysis easily.

3.6 Techniques of Analyzing the Data

In this step, I used the descriptive method. This method was to reveal the Asperger's Syndrome / autism by means of describing, explaining and comparing word based on the explanation above. I did not only report the analysis of the movie story inside, but I also showed theories related to the analysis of the movie.

By using an approach of Social Psychology and psychology analytic, I analyzed the data in several steps. The first is exposing the data; they were exposed to reveal the hidden meaning of the context. The second step, she supported the data by using references and theories from the social psychology point of view. In evaluating the data, the writer uses social psychological approach in which several statements or points will ground the conclusion. Finally, the writer made a conclusion. The answers for the statements of problems by using the data were presented in the analysis.

CHAPTER IV

RESULT OF ANALYSIS
This chapter presents the data analysis of the study. The data are taken from the movie entitled *Mozart and the Whale* in the form of characters dialogues and scenes descriptions. Both the data types are collected in appendices. The analysis will elaborate the answer of the research problems in chapter 2.

4.1 Personal Characteristics of Individual with Asperger’s Syndrome Represented by Donald Morton as the Main Character

4.1.1 Inappropriate or Minimal Social Interaction

Donald Morton is the main character of this film, performed by Josh Hartnett. In this film, Donald is a man suffering from Asperger’s Syndrome. He is a cabdriver who has organized a support group for other people suffering from autism with a phenomenal talent for numbers. Although he is an Asperger’s Syndrome sufferer, he always tries to show that people with this condition do not need to be separated from society. Outside of his group, Donald tries to interact and communicate with regular people, but the way of his interaction seems like an odd behaviors and mannerism for regular people.

That is why Donald assumes that he is not deserved to involve in this regular society. This condition do not only happen in his socialization with regular people, but also in his group of Asperger’s syndrome sufferers. This social skill
is needed to get along with others, and everyone needs to have supportive relationship. To improve their social skill, person with Asperger’s Syndrome can join a support group like Donald did. In this group they can interact with others who might be willing to practice some skills, give honest feedback, or even just be patient with person whose social skill little bit off.

(1) (In his support group, Donald arranges a meeting for each members and he wants every member practice to tell their personal stories in order to built their social skills)
  Donald : Gracie, can I see you for a minute?
  Gracie : Theyâ€™ll never find me. Ever.
  Regular people lose autistic people all the time. That’s just the way it is.(talking to other member)
  Yes,Donald...
  Donald: Gracie, I’m gonna run the meeting a little differently today.I think that when we get to the park...
  I want you to gather all the women and I’ll gather all the guys and go to the bleachers.
  Gracie : Why will I gather all the women?
  Donald: I want...
  I want everybody to practice telling personal stories.
  And I think that people will be less shy without the opposite sex. (speaks without eyes contact and busy with another stuffs)

(2) (When they are gather in the park, Isabelle Sorenson, as the new member of this group delivere her stories)
  Isabelle : Hi.
  Gracie : Hi.
  Isabelle : I’m new. I don’t really know what to say.
  Okay, help me out.
  Ask me a question.
  Gracie : The candy bar Baby Ruth was named after the daughter of President Glover Cloveland.
  He once worked as a hangman in Buffalo, New York
  Isabelle : No, I don’t distract with a lot of weird ball stuff cause I get completely lost.
  Gracie : He was one of the presidents who had illegitimate children together with thomas Jefferson and Warren G. Harding.

Based on two scenes above, Donald tries to practice and improve his social
skill by giving his group a chance to tell personal stories, but their conversation were going no where. Moreover, Donald has no eye contact when he speaks to another and he has a poor coordination in speaking. We can assume from this scenes Donald has inappropriate social interaction because he roften avoid eye contact to his listeners, and his conversations almost always revolving around self rather than others, itâ€™s potrayed in the scene below.

(3) (When Donald drives his cab, he tries to make a conversation with his passenger, but his conversation is only about him self and never get any feedback from his listener)
Donald : This is the best job Iâ€™ve ever had.
Itâ€™s better be. Itâ€™s the last color.
You see, I got fired from the Red Cab Company and the Checkered Boat Cab Company, and the Grenn Cab Company.
But this was different. I can feel it.
Eventhough Iâ€™ve been here for about 7 days, 9 hours and 37 minute.
(Donald talking to his passengers without any feedback, and revolving to his self).

4.1.2 Superhuman Knack for Numbers

In this film, Donald often mention several numbers and calculate them quickly by himself without helping from calculator or other means. It means that, basically Aspergerâ€™s syndrome sufferer had normal intelligence and their IQ can be higher than normal person.

Asperger's syndrome is one of the many branches on the gnarled and crooked tree called autism. People with Aspergerâ€™s syndrome tend to be highly intelligent or creative or both, but socially inept to an extreme degree. (Blog.patriciarobinsonmft.com/thriveonthespectrum/2010/03/social-skills-for-adults.html).

This condition also happen to Donald Morton, although he is Aspergerâ€™s syndrome sufferer, he able to calculate numbers and remember dates. This
following scene is a portrayed of Donald ability in calculate numbers and date also remember numbers.

(4) (When Donald drives his cab, he mentions how long he have been working for Yellow Cab Company)
Donald : but this was different, I can feel it.
Eventhough I've been here for about 7 days, 9 hours and 37 minutes.

(5) Gracie : I got a raise at the university, you know. 34 cents an hour.
Yes.
Donald: Gracie, I'm gonna run the meeting a little differently today. I think that when we get to the park. I want you to gather all the women and I'll gather all the guys and go to the bleachers. 36 is interesting, because we add the 9 and 27 we get 36
And if you flip it around, you get 63 and then, minus 36 is 27 all of which are exact multiplies of the 9.

(6) (When he was child, one of his friend ask him a question about math, and he can answer it easily and quickly)
Donald : I grew up in a nice house. By the time I was 7 years old, my parent basically got the drill.
I wasn't exactly what they were looking for in a child.
I wasn't normal.
(remembering to the past flashback)
Donald's Friend : Quick. What's 5589 times 3972 divided by 17?
Young Donald : 1305853411 etc.
Donald's Friend : See? I told you.

From those three scenes, it is obviously shown that Donald has intelligent above average.

4.1.3 Restricted and Repetitive Interests and Behavior
Person with Asperger's syndrome often display intense interests, such as Donald, he always interests with birds which are live together in his flat, Donald also keen on collecting newspaper and pile them up in his flat. These activities are odds and abnormal even disgusting from regular people because we live with lots of birds and their feces, but for Donald it is his routines condition which makes him comfort to live in his flat. Someday, Isabelle invited to Donald's flat, she is
very surprise with Donald’s flat condition. Isabelle. One day, Isabelle comes to Donald’s flat without his notice, and she wants to make a surprise for Donald by clean up Donald’s flat from the dirty things, such as birds and their feces. Isabelle thought that her surprise able to make Donald happy, but unfortunately Donald lose his self esteem and getting mad to Isabelle.

People with Asperger syndrome display behavior, interests, and activities that are restricted and repetitive and are sometimes abnormally intense or focused. They may stick to inflexible routines or rituals, move in stereotyped and repetitive ways, or preoccupy themselves with parts of objects (www.wikipedia.com).

(7) (a dialogue between Isabelle and Donald when Donald finds that his flat is cleaned up by Isabelle)
Donald : Izzy, I’m home! Oh, no. What did you do?! Where’s my stuff?! Did you hear, Izzy?
Isabelle : Everything is here. It’s just organized. I thought you’d like it. Well, now I know where everything is, so you’d better be nice to me or I’ll take the secret to my grave.
Donald : Where is my shower curtain, huh?!
Isabelle : I threw it out.
Donald : What?!! God!
Isabelle : Well, I called the Center for Disease Control in Atlanta but it was more than they could handle.
Donald : It was mine! This all my stuff! You had no right to do this!
Isabelle : I thought you’d like it.
Donald : You stole my life.

4.1.4 Odd Behaviors and Mannerism
In this film, there some behaviors and mannerism which are not appropriate or odds for regular people when we interact with Asperger’s syndrome sufferer, but for them it is ordinary. The routine activities of Donald with his birds in his life perhaps can be assumed as one of Asperger’s syndrome odd behaviors. The way of Donald talking to others is also one of eccentric or odd behaviors that can be
shown from this film. Donald always avoid eye contact to his speaker, not to mention Donald pretends to be like normal person when he has his boss comes to his house, but this precisely his boss thinks that Donald's behavior is weird. More over, when his boss meet Isabelle at that time, the weird manner of Isabelle is bothered them.

(8) Donald : Izzy, we're home!
Isabelle : Can you shut the door?
Donald : I told her to put everybody in his or her cages respectively but...she didn't, and...
Come on, you guys. Come on.
Come on, you guys.
Isabelle : Stay, stay. Come on.
Donald : There she is. Izzy!!
All the birds were out.
Hank Wallace, Isabelle. Nice to put a face with the voice.
Hank : That's right. We talked about what a genius Mr. Morton is.
Not to mention a saint.
Donald : Well, only this morning he advised me to be on my very tippy-toed best behavior tonight, so I don't weird you out.
So feel free to advise me if I deviate from normality at anytime.
Isabelle : Sense of humor. We're working on it.

Isabelle tries to cover Donald condition that he is an Asperger's syndrome sufferer, and this situation is weird to be understood by Hank as regular people.

From the explanation above about the characteristic of Asperger's syndrome which portrayed in Donald Morton characterization, I can conclude that someone with Asperger's syndrome still have their ability to manage their mind as an Id or Ego. It can be shown in the way of Donald doing his daily life in a routine pattern, gather with his group to having pleasure and share each others. Even Donald is an Asperger's syndrome sufferer, his mind is not only working in the form of Id,
Donald also has division mind in Ego. He able to memorize number and he has skill of number calculating. Another evidence of he can remember the location of every stuffs in his flat. Through this condition, we can assume that Asperger’s syndrome is not categorized as mental disorder, its only disability in social skill because of their limitation in understanding verbal languages like normal people and lack of self confidence to figure out something difficult.

4.2 The Difficulties of Asperger’s Syndrome Sufferer in Social Interaction

To get along with normal people in social live, Asperger’s syndrome sufferer has some difficulties which is need to be trained to improve their social skills. To make a goal in social interaction, people do personal orienting to others and acting in response to each other’s behavior. In this film, Donald as individual with Asperger’s syndrome has some difficulties in social interaction, such as doing “scripted”, “robotic” repetitive speech, avoiding eye contact with others, problem with self esteem. For the person who do not know the signs of Asperger’s syndrome behaviors will assumed that he is odd or unusual even weird, or the worst thing, they call them as a mental disorder sufferer.

Although Asperger’s syndrome sufferers has a normal IQ, but their degree of functionality and their naiveté are often viewed as eccentric or odd and can easily become victims of teasing and bullying, even discrimination in society.

4.2.1 Social Skills

Lack of social skills is most dysfunctional aspect of Asperger’s syndrome. In the movie of Mozart and the Whale shown that each of Asperger’s syndrome
sufferers has disability in social skill. Not only Donald, Isabelle and other member of his group get the same problem but they have their own level. Donald as the main character is lucky enough to live near one of his group, he can be a great source of both support and a learning environment. He organized his group in order to avoid depression for the member. According to Michael Yapko's *Depression Is Contagious: How the Most Common Mood Disorder Is Spreading Around the World and How to Stop It* is all about how social relationships are crucial in preventing depression. Yapko argues that our modern culture is failing us with its emphasis on instant gratification, personal fulfillment, technology and acquisition, all at the expense of good relationships with others. Throughout the book, Yapko presents the skills he finds most important in establishing and maintaining good relationships, things like setting good personal boundaries, analyzing character before starting relationships, and how to manage conflict.

(9) Isabelle : And after everything she told me and checking on your excellent record in college, I'm wondering why you choose to drive a taxi for a living.
Donald : At my interview with IBM after I graduated college, they asked me what my plans were and I said : "Probably go to McDonald's for a piece McNugget and cheeseburgers and then do my laundry."
Isabelle : Did they laugh at least?
Donald : They smiled and they said they'd call me. They didn't.

The above dialogue is one of misunderstood of Donald, he answered the question without understanding the meaning and the content of interviewer question. His answer is lacking of common sense in this kind of case.
Difficulties in social skills not only stop at Donald interaction with normal people, but it also happen in his relationship with Isabelle who has the same condition with him as Asperger’s syndrome. Misunderstand commonly happen in their ability to read verbal language (body movement or body language).

(10) Isabelle : You're just one more guy who sees who I really am and can handle it.
Donald : It broke my heart to see how scared you were.
Isabelle : Scared? Bringing home your boss to prove that you're normal by showing off your smart pretty little wife?
Only he saw that she was just as crazy as you are.
Crazier! Crazier!
There's one difference between us, Donald.
You want to be normal. You crave it. And that is what broke us up.

4.2.2 Discrimination

Discrimination toward Asperger’s syndrome sufferer often happen especially in childhood, but it is can be happen also in adulthood. Portrayed from Donald’s life in the film Mozart and the Whale, discrimination happen not only in his childhood, but it also happen in his employment or carrier and his social interaction.

(11) Isabelle : What are you laughing at, toots?
Jonah : You have a boyfriend? No, it's a joke!
You are the vegetarian because you're a whale.
Isabelle : Whales are not vegetarian. They eat krill.
Jonah : So why is that? Because they are tiny shrimp.
That you're a whale? For lots a reasons.

Donald always pretend as normal person when he apply a new job, but when he runs his job, he is kind of careless employee. He never doing his job consistently
and often doing inappropriate mannerism or behavior at working place as portrayed in the scene when he hits his taxi into a truck, he walks away innocently and leave the passangers and truck owner without any apologize.

Another case of discrimination which happen to Donald is in his interview with his new company, although he gets the job at last, but the way of the interviewer runs the interview seems to underestimate Donald ability.

(12) Interviewer : Mr. Morton, I run Administrative Services for the Medical Center. Your profile is a plus because we want to give opportunities to people with special needs.

Donald : You can say "autistic" I already know.

Interviewer : The job would be looking at statistical runs finding inconsistencies.

Reffering to the theory of Social Psychology that had been stated in the second chapter of this study, I can conclude that the way of Asperger's syndrome sufferer behave and act can affect their nearest society or vice versa. This condition is happened with Donald not only in his working place but also in his group of Asperger's syndrome. Donald and his friends often make an odd behavior and mannerism, this situation will affect to their society and cause a "special" perception about them. It is often happen in our society that someone with this kind of syndrome often categorized as someone with mental disorder because of their odd mannerism. Discrimination toward Asperger's syndrome sufferers often happen because of their odd and unusual behavior in society. Some people who understand the signs of Asperger's syndrome will not do kind of discrimination, teasing and bullying. That is why the information and description of this case should be spread up to give better description and
definition. Beside that, the way of society treat Asperger syndrome sufferer is also one of difficulties that can affect their way to interact with others. That is why most of Asperger syndrome try to isolate their self from normal society in order to secure their self from being discriminate. When someone with Asperger syndrome begins to isolating his self it will affect his way to socialize and his confidence. It will not help them to have better skill in social interaction.
CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

5.1 CONCLUSION

Based on the analysis in the previous chapter, I present the conclusion related to the personal characters of Asperger’s syndrome sufferer and Asperger’s syndrome difficulties in social interaction.

Donald Morton, the main character of the film *Mozart and Whale* is one of representative about Asperger syndrome sufferer, this film which reveal the stories of two people with dysfunction of social skill and interaction. Donald an eccentric, a friendly taxi-driver, patterns and routines are of the utmost importance. In addition to his love for birds and his uncanny ability to process numbers, Donald does his best to give back to fellow Asperger's sufferers by leading an autism support group. He always behave likely normal people, until he meets Isabelle Sorenson, new member of his group, he change the way of his thought and behavior. His meeting with Isabelle makes them closer day by day and Isabelle become his love interest, until they decided to live together. Both had miserable childhoods filled with basic misunderstandings about how the world works and major rejections by family and peers.

As Asperger’s syndrome sufferer, Donald and his group are live with some difficulties in social interaction. Discrimination, bullying and teasing, also underestimation by normal people is often happen in their life.

Although Donald has a social skills dysfunction, he is still having a good division
of mind as human being. Id and Ego still can be achieved in his psychology aspect.

5.2 Suggestion

On the basis of the conclusion above, there are several suggestions that the writer wants to give to the readers. First, Asperger’s syndrome is not mental disorder like what people describe commonly. It is only dysfunction of social skill caused by neurobiological disorder. Individual with Asperger’s syndrome still can live in the same social sphere as normal people, because someone with this syndrome still able to do something consciously. Discrimination, teasing, bullying, and underestimation does not need to be treated to them. The simplest way to treat them is by giving them more chance to develop their self confidence and train them in group of social skill development.

This study is also really suggested for those who are working in the similar field of study. Moreover, this movie also showed us many moral values to which we can use as references. For example, their struggle to have social interaction, how to interact with Asperger’s syndrome sufferers, how to treat them, and how to understand them.

Therefore, the explanation above is supposed to present a better description about Asperger’s syndrome. This study is not only for Asperger’s syndrome therapist or family but for any readers as well. In addition, I do hope that this movie could be one of supplementary literary subject since the significant moral values conveyed by this movie.
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Appendix A
Overall Data Finding
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>The datum (dialogue/Quotation)</th>
<th>Location (time)</th>
<th>Number of problem to answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>DONALD: Gracie, can I see you for a minute? GRACIE: They'll never find me. Ever. Regular people lose autistic people all the time. That’s just the way it is. (talking to other member) DONALD: Yes, Donaldé Gracie, I’m gonna run the meeting a little differently today. I think that when we get to the parké I want you to gather all the women and I’ll gather all the guys and go to bleachers. GRACIE: Why will I gather all the women? DONALD: I wanté I want everybody to practice telling personal stories. And I think that people will be less shy without the opposite sex. (speaks without eyes contact and busy with another stuff)</td>
<td>07:01</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>(When they are gather in the park, Isabelle Sorenson, as the new member of this group deliver her stories) ISABELLE: Hi. GRACIE: Hi. ISABELLE: I’m new. I don’t really know what to say. Okay, help me out. Ask me a question. GRACIE: The candy bar Baby Ruth was named after the daughter of Presiden Glover Claveland. He once worked as a hangman in Buffalo, New York. Isabelle: No, I don’t distract with a lot of</td>
<td>12:11</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GRACIE</strong></td>
<td>He was one of the president who had illegitimate children together with Thomas Jefferson and Warren G. Harding.</td>
<td>10:15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DONALD</strong></td>
<td>weird ball stuff cause I get completely lost.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. (When Donald drives his cab, he tries to make a conversation with his passenger, but his conversation is only about himself and never get any feedback from his listener)

   DONALD: This is the best job I've ever had. It'd better be, it's the last color.

   You see, I got fired from the Red Cab Company and the Checkered Boat Cab Company, and the Green Cab Company.

   But this was different. I can feel it. Eventhough I've been here for about 7 days, 9 hours and 37 minutes.

5. (Donald talking to his passenger without any feedback, and revolving to his self)

   DONALD: I got a raise at the university, you know. 34 cents an hour.

4. (When Donald drives his cab, he mentions how long he has been working for Yellow Cab Company)

   DONALD: but this was different, I can feel it. Eventhough I've been here for about 7 days, 9 hours and 37 minutes.
Gracie, I’m gonna run the meeting a little differently today. I think that when we get to the park. I want you to gather all the women and I’ll gather all the guys and go to the bleachers. 36 is interesting, because we add the 9 and 27 we get 36. And if you flip it around, you get 63 and then, minus 36 is 27 all of which are exact multiplies of the 9.

6. (When he was child, one of his friend ask him a question about math, and he can answer it easily and quickly)
| DONALD | I grew up in a nice house. By the time I was 7 years old, my parent basically got the drill. I wasn’t exactly what they were looking for in a child. I wasn’t normal. (remembering to the past-flashback) |
| DONALD’s FRIEND | Quick. What’s 5589 times 3972 divided by 17? |
| YOUNG DONALD | 1305853,411 etc. |
| DONALD’s FRIEND | See? I told you. |

7. (a dialogue between Isabelle and Donald when Donald finds that his flat is cleaned up by Isabelle)

| DONALD | Izzy, I’m home! Oh, no. What did you do?! Where’s my stuff?! Did you hear, Izzy? |
| ISABELLE | Everything is here. It’s just organized. I thought you’d like it. Well, now I know where everything is, so you’d better be nice to me or I’ll take the secret to my grave. |
| DONALD | Where is my shower curtain, huh?! |
| ISABELLE | I threw it out. |
| DONALD | What? God! |
| ISABELLE | Well, I called the Center for Disease Control in Atlanta but it was more than they could handle. |
| DONALD | It was mine! This all my stuff! |
| ISABELLE | You had no right to do this! |
| DONALD | thought you’d like it. |
| ISABELLE | You stole my life. |

8. 

| DONALD | Izzy, we’re home! |
| ISABELLE | Can you shut the door? |
| DONALD | I told her to put everybody in his or her cages respectively but...she didn’t, and... Come on, you guys. Come on. Come on, you guys. |
| ISABELLE | Stay, stay. Come on. |
| DONALD | There she is, Izzy!! |
All the birds were out.

HANK: That's right. We talked about what a genius Mr. Morton is. Not to mention a saint.

DONALD: Well, only this morning he advised me to be on my very tippy-toed best behavior tonight, so I don’t weird you out. So feel free to advise me if I deviate from normality at anytime.

ISABELLE: Sense of humor. We're working on it.

9. ISABELLE: And after everything she told me and checking on your excellent record in college, I'm wondering why you choose to drive a taxi for a living.

DONALD: At my interview with IBM after I graduated college, they asked me what my plans were and I said: I probably go to McDonald's for a piece of McNugget and cheeseburgers and then do my laundry.

ISABELLE: Did they laugh at least?

DONALD: They smiled and they said they’d call me. They didn’t.

10. ISABELLE: You're just one more guy who sees who I really am and can’t handle it.

DONALD: It broke my heart to see how scared you were.

ISABELLE: Scared? Bringing home your boss to prove that you’re normal by showing off your smart pretty little wife?

Only he saw that she was just as crazy as you are. Crazier! Crazier! There’s one difference between us, Donald.

You want to be normal. You crave it. And that is what broke us up.
### Appendix B

#### List of the Data Supporting Statement Problem Number One

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>The datum (dialogue/Quotation)</th>
<th>Location (time)</th>
<th>Number of problem to answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>DONALD</td>
<td>07:01</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GRACIE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DONALD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gracie, can I see you for a minute?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>They’ll never find me. Ever.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regular people lose autistic people all the time. That’s just the way it is. (talking to other member)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes, Donaldë</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gracie, I’m gonna run the meeting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GRACIE:
a little differently today. I think that when we get to the park, I want you to gather all the women and I’ll gather all the guys and go to bleachers. Why will I gather all the women? I want everybody to practice telling personal stories. And I think that people will be less shy without the opposite sex. (speaks without eyes contact and busy with another stuff)

 Donald: (When they are gather in the park, Isabelle Sorenson, as the new member of this group deliver her stories) 12:11 1

ISABELLE: Hi. I’m new. I don’t really know what to say. Okay, help me out. Ask me a question.

GRACIE: The candy bar Baby Ruth was named after the daughter of President Glover Cloveland. He once worked as a hangman in Buffalo, New York.

Isabelle: No, I don’t distract with a lot of

Donald: (When Donald drives his cab, he tries to make a conversation with his passenger, but his conversation is only about himself and he never get any feedback) 04:05 1

GRACIE: He was one of the president who had illegitimate children together with Thomas Jefferson and Warren G. Harding.
You see, I got fired from the Red Cab Company and the Checkered Boat Cab Company, and the Grenn Cab Company. But this was different. I can feel it. Eventhough I’ve been here for about 7 days, 9 hours and 37 minute. (Donald talking to his passengers without any feedback, and revolving to his self).

4. (When Donald drives his cab, he mentions how long he have been working for Yellow Cab Company)

DONALD : but this was different, I can feel it. Eventhough I’ve been here for about 7 days, 9 hours and 37 minutes.

5. GRACIE

DONALD : I got a raise at the university, you know. 34 cents an hour. Gracie, I’m gonna run the meeting a little differently today. I think that when we get to the park, I want you to gather all the women and I’ll gather all the guys and go to the bleachers. 36 is interesting, because we add the 9 and 27 we get 36. And if you flip it around, you get 63 and then, minus 36 is 27 all of which are exact multiplies of the 9.

6. (When he was child, one of his friend ask him a question about math, and he can answer it easily and quickly)
DONALD: I grew up in a nice house. By the time I was 7 years old, my parent basically got the drill. I wasn’t exactly what they were looking for in a child. I wasn’t normal.

(remembering to the past-flashback)

DONALD’S FRIEND: Quick. What’s 5589 times 3972 divided by 17?

YOUNG DONALD: 1305853,411 etc.

DONALD’S FRIEND: See? I told you.

7. (a dialogue between Isabelle and Donald when Donald finds that his flat is cleaned up by Isabelle)

DONALD: Izzy, I’m home! Oh, no. What did you do?! Where’s my stuff?! Did you hear, Izzy?

ISABELLE: Everything is here. It’s just organized. I thought you’d like it. Well, now I know where everything is, so you’d better be nice to me or I’ll take the secret to my grave.

DONALD: Where is my shower curtain, huh?!

ISABELLE: I threw it out.

DONALD: What?? God!

ISABELLE: Well, I called the Center for Disease Control in Atlanta but it was more than they could handle.

DONALD: It was mine! This all my stuff!

ISABELLE: You had no right to do this!

DONALD: thought you’d like it.

ISABELLE: You stole my life.
### Appendix C

#### List of the Data Supporting Statement Problem Number Two

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DONALD</th>
<th>ISABELLE</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><strong>DONALD</strong>: Izzy, we’re home!</td>
<td><strong>ISABELLE</strong>: Can you shut the door?</td>
<td>50:12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>DONALD</strong>: I told her to put everybody in his or her cages respectively but...she didn’t, and...</td>
<td><strong>DONALD</strong>: Come on, you guys. Come on. Come on, you guys.</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>ISABELLE</strong>: Stay, stay. Come on.</td>
<td><strong>DONALD</strong>: There she is. Izzy!!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>DONALD</strong>: All the birds were out. Hank Wallace, Isabelle. Nice to put a face with the voice.</td>
<td><strong>HANK</strong>: That’s right. We talked about what a genius Mr. Morton is. Not to mention a saint.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>DONALD</strong>: Well, only this morning he advised me to be on my very tippy-toed best behavior tonight, so I don’t weird you out. So feel free to advise me if I deviate from normality at anytime.</td>
<td><strong>ISABELLE</strong>: Sense of humor. We’re working on it.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td><strong>ISABELLE</strong>: And after everything she told me and checking on your excellent record in college, I’m wondering why you choose to drive a taxi for a living.</td>
<td><strong>DONALD</strong>: At my interview with IBM after I graduated college, they asked me what my plans were and I said: Probably go to Mcdonald’s for a piece McNugget and cheeseburgers and then do my laundry.</td>
<td>45:10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>ISABELLE</strong>: Did they laugh at least?</td>
<td><strong>DONALD</strong>: They smiled and they said they’d call me. They didn’t.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ISABELLE</td>
<td>DONALD</td>
<td>ISABELLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>You're just one more guy who sees who I really am and can't handle it.</td>
<td>It broke my heart to see how scared you were.</td>
<td>Scared? Bringing home your boss to prove that you're normal by showing off your smart pretty little wife? Only he saw that she was just as crazy as you are. Crazier! Crazier! There's one difference between us, Donald. You want to be normal. You crave it. And that is what broke us up.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Whales are not vegetarian. They eat krill. So why is that? Because they are tiny shrimp. That you're a whale? For lots a reasons.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>